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Three organizations host international days
German Vice-Consul to speak tonight
Today and this evening the in the foreign office in Bonn. He
German association, Der has held various positions before
Deutsche Ring, and the History coming to Detroit including Cui·
Association are hosting "Ger· tural At.tache in t,he German
Embassy in Nicosia, Cyprus and
man Day."
German students from area Vice-Consul at the German Con·
high schools will be participating sulate in Durban. South Africa.
in skits. workshops, fluency con·
The Vice-Consul will base
tests and other activitie~
throughout the day. They wiil much of his speech on current
also at.tend a lecture by the Ger· issues in German-American rela·
man Vice-Consul from Detroit, tioos. He will particularly stress
how much if at all, policy has
Mr. Franz Sick.
changed since the March elec·
Then tonight. at 8 in the library
lecture room, Sick will give a tions. He plans to point out the
slightly different relationship
talk open to the public.
before Schmitt and after. And he
Sick began his career working will also give an evaluation on

t.he subtle changes that have
taken place since the Christian
Democrats took over.
Sick stated that he will include
in his talk something about tbe
tricentennial of German
immigration to this country, and
will explain the importance of
the festivities in context with
today.
In regard to the recent Geneva
talks concerning the possible
deployment of Pershing I I and
cruise missiles in Western
Europe, Sick responded that he
will touch on this topic but em·
phaslZed that it is not the center
of his presentation.

jPan American Day here Friday!
Por Muybien Perfecto
If you enjoy your food and
entertainment wit,h a south-of·
the-border flair, then come to
Room One this Friday.
On Friday, April 29, at 8 p.m.,
La Asociacion H.ispanidad will
celebrate Pan American Day.
Pan American Day is a custom
in many Latin American and
·
· an d .m
coun t nes
Sou th A me1can
the United States. Its purpose is
to commemorate what has been
accomplished in Pan American
relations and to encourage even
stronger ties among the nations.
The main idea at this festival
will be similar to ail of the ac·
tivities of the organization. It
will provide students with an op-

portunity to use their language
skills and to learn more about El
Dia Pan Americano.
Of course t.here will be an
abundance
of
Hispanic
American foods. These include
arroz con polio, tacos, and
platanos frios.
T 0 li
th art
d
ven up e ~ Y an .en·
courage
Sparusb·
. conversatiOn,
.
.
Amencan mus1c will serve as a
background.
T~~ night ~il:l ~full of fun an?
exc1tmg acttv1t1es. to be c~nu
n~ted by the breakmg of a g1ant
pmata.
Anyone who speaks Spanish
or studies Spanish is welcome.
Admission to the event is Sl.

Society offers communication scholarships

Students enjoy a luxurious repast at last year's Party in the Park.

Party In Park this weekend
by Ernest Mancrieff
With finals approaching rapid·
ly, John Carroll students will
have a few more opportunities to
"kick it out"
One such opportunity is the
semi-annual Party in the Park
this Saturday.
There are activities planned for
the entire day.
The excitement begins at 1:30
on the Murphy steps with the
three mile Fun Run. No pre·
registration is needed for this
event.

For others athletically in·
clined, two volleyball nets will be
set up on North Quad.
Olympians of another sort
may be found gathered around
the beer truck or Murphy Drive.
Pop will also be available and
please NO cans or glass on
North Quad.
Saga will serve its "wurst"
dinner outside between the
Cafeteria and Dolan.
Butch Cassidy and the Sun·
dance Kid will begin at about.
8:15 in front of Murphy and will
conclude the day's activities.

Formal to be held Friday
by Betty Bouffant
It is the lime of year for dane·
ing nnd romancing - because,
yes. it is springtime. And what
could be better than being with
that spt.>ciaJ ~omeone at the John
Carroll Student Union Spring
Formal?
'rhis Friday. the 198:i Annual
Spring Y.'ormal will be held at the
dashing University Club. The
bnr will he open for cocktails at
6:30 p.m. Dinner will be served
at. 7:30p.m. Following the meal,
the Flnnnigan·Riley Band will

play for your dancing pleasure.
Bids are being sold in the SAC
Lobby until Friday from 11:00
a.m. · 1:00 p.m. The prices per
couple are $39.00 with a Student
Union Di!"count Card and S-19.00
without a Student Union Dis·
count Card.
Need anv addiLional informa·
t.ion? Cont~ct the Student Union
at 491 ·4309. There are only one
hundred bids being sold. They
have been selling fast. so quick·
ly reserve a place for you and
your someone special for the
Student Union Spnng Formal.
j

The Greater Clevelano
Chapter. Public Relations Society of America, has announced
the offering of a SlOOO and a
$500 scholarship for t he 1983·84
academic year for communica·
tiona/public relations majors at
accredited four-year colleges in
the northern Ohio area.
To compete for the two
available scholarships, the stu·
dent must have:
1. A declared communications·
related major (an emphasis on
public relations is preferred).
2. Achieved sophomore or
junior status at the time of
application.
3. An accumulative 3.0 grade
point average at the time of
application.
In addition, each student is requested to prepare a 300-word

essay describing how his; her
course of study will enhance
his/her effectiveness in a com·
municatioos/public r elations
career. It is also recommended
that the student briefly explain
why the scholarship would be
important for the upcoming
academic year.
Applicatns must. complete the
scholarship application, in·
eluding the essay and submit
transcripts of their grades, along
with the signature of their faculty advisor or the department
head for their chosen major.
Applications should be mailed
to Ms. Joyce Roseman, Chairperson, Scholarship Committee,
Public Relations Society of
America, c/o Burson-Marsteller.
3690 Orange Place. Suite 570,
Beachwood, Ohio 44122. All applications must be postmarked

by Monday, May 2, 1983.
A judging panel composed of
Grea ter Cleveland public rela·
t ion s practitioner s will be
selected. Initial judging will be
based on the materials received
from the st.udenls. Finalists will
be inviu-d to participate in per·
sonal interviews.
The winning applicatins will be
notified shortly after the completion of the personal interviews.
The First Place award will be
presented on Tuesday, June 28
at the Chapter's John W. Hill
Memorial Dinner. The Second
Place award will be presented at
the Chapter's annual Student
Day Luncheon on Tuesday,
October 18.
For further information, contact Joyce Roseman at (216)
292·3000.

Art Museulll presents lectures
Some of the best examples of
realism in Japanese art can be
found in the colorful woodblock
prints recording what the J apa·
nese called the "floating world''
- the world oi everyday life, par·
ticularly the pleasures and enter·
tainments enjoyed by citizens of
Edo (modern Tokyo) during the
18th and 19th centuries.
Today and Tomorrow, the
second two in a series of three
slide lectures on realism in
Japanese prints, sponsored by
1-he Junior Council of The
Cleveland Museum of Art. will
be presented in the Museum's
Gartner Auditorium. The series.
entitled "Reflections of Reality
in Japanese Prints,'' comple·
ments Japanese Print>.: Uealities
or the "Floating World," un ex·
hibition on view at the Museum
through May 8. as well ns the ex·
hibition Reflections of Reality in
Japanese Art, on view 1-hrough
May 1. The lectures will be &>iven
by Sherman K Lee. director and
chief curator of Oriental art at.
The Cleveland Museum of Art,
and art historian Roger Keyes.
who bas written and lectured ex·

tensively on Japanese prints.
This afternoon at 4:30 a lee·
ture, "The Emergence of Realism in 18th-century Japanese
Prints," will be g1Ven by Dr.
Keyes.
Dr. Keyes will also give
another lecture, tomorrow at 6
p.m.. this time examining
"Realism and Fantasy in 19th·
century prints.
[n 1976 Dr. Lee was honored
by the Japanese government for
his work in promot.ing cultural
exchange between the United
States and Japan.

Tickets for the 1983 Junior
Council Lecture Series can be
purchased at the door of Gartner
Auditorium before each lecture.
Tickets are $5.00 ($2.00 for
students). Checks should be
made payable to The Junior
Council. The Cleveland Museum
of Art. Proceeds of ticket sales
benefit the Museum.

For additional information,
please contact the Publir Info,..
mation Office, The CL<·IJeland
Museum of Art, 11 J,r, • East
Boul<>uard, Cleveland Ohio
44106; 2161421·7350.

Help cruise for food
John Carroll University is
sponsoring the Second Annual
CarroiJ Spring Gathering '83
Food Drive on Saturday May 7,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. t.o benefit
the needy of Cleveland.
John Carroll <qtudents. faculty
and staff will dispatch Universi·
ty designated \'Chicles into
Lyndhurst and Ur.iversity

Heights to collect food iwms
from residents of these com·
munities. Campus 1\Iinistry will
distribute food to various com·
munities after the drives. 'I'hose
individuals or campu::; organiza·
tions who would bcmlerested in
participating .should contact
Donna Burns at 491·4401. All
volunLeers art• encouraged to be
involved.
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by Pam Grunberger
Jlanagining Editor

Letters to the Editor
Who has guts?
Upon reading the April 20th
issue of The Carroll News, many
thoughts ran through my mind.
It all started with the now in·
famous "How dare you?"
editorial of the preceding week,
where an ''injustice" t.o all John
Carroll students was presented
and an unnecessary accusatory
finger was directed at what.
many interpreted as all campus
organizations.
These organizatiOns felt "unjustly attacked." They felt that
t heir contributions Lo the cam·
pua have gone unappreciated,
and they resented the fact that
it was suggested that organiza·
tions be removed from campus.
They fell insulted and demMded
an apology not only to the
organization. but t.o t he entire
student body. Finally, T. M.
Shea complained about the most
"unprofessional and irresponsible display of cheapshots and
generalizations to appear on the
editorial page," and he accused
The Carroll New.~ of ''libel."
There are a few points here'
that need addressing. First. I.
and many people I spokt' with,
cannot understand why t.he organizations felt that their con·
tributions went unappreciated.
Quite the contrary, their contributions are widely respected.
However. they erroneously feel
that. "th1s campus revolves
around the organizations." Cam·
pus organizatioM have t.he
potential to be t.hc centet of this
campus' social life, yet this
potenliul has not. been used effectively, if at. all.
Second, l.ht'y interpret. t.he
original artidc to sugg<'st that
all organizations be removed
from campus, yet. nowhere in the
article is this suggested! The.
phrase t.hcy elude to is "that the
person and organization respon·
!iible will no longer by JCU
associates. •· something any
dedicated, spiritt>d John Carroll
supporter would have to agree
with.
It's understandable that these
organizations defcnd each other.
But. if they nrc saying, in llffect.
"It's wrong to write on the walls
and vandalizt>, but if vou do, vou
won't be puni~hed and possibly
removed from campus." (i.e. no
action will be tak<'n against you),
then I feel that t.he majority of
students will havl' t.o part com·
pany with the orgunizac.ions at,
this point.
'fhird, lbt• apology demanded
is not. forthcoming, I hos>tl! While
it ma..Y h~":o b~cn wrong to ~:-

cuse. even on the editorial page, and have had to trudge through
by apologizing, The Carroll Lhe snow late at night Lo have
News would be saying. "We're questions answered that would
sorry for taking a stand on an have taken only moments over
issue. We will only say good the phone.
things about John Carroll and
I've been told that when Millor
ignore anything ·negative." If was built, over two hundred new
The Carroll News did this. they phones were installed , but
would be defeating their purpose enough lines to adequately acas a journalistic medium.
comodate the phones were not
Finally. if any demands are to installed. Why not? Surely the
be made, they should be (I) that expense would have been worth
Mr. Shea retract his claim that it. I know that my phone is not
because The Carroll New.~ has the only one on campus that exthe guts to do it.s job, they are periences erratic service. Entire
libelous, and (2) t.hat organiza· floors ofc.en lose their service.
tions look at their roles on camWould someone please try to
pus to determine how they can correct Lhis problem?
truly become the center of camRon Sailors
pus aa they desire.
Rather than complain about
the vandalism Md injustices. a
start might to taking steps to
decrease and hopefully eliminate To the Editor,
t.he possiblity of vanda lism
We believe the John CarroU
again. This is a reaJist.ic goal , community should know of the
something the organizations terrible miscarriage of justice
have the potential to achieve.
that occurred on Aprill9. While
The (:arroll News has the guts enjoying Rich Delgado's weekly
WUJC program on Tuesday
Lo do its job. Do the organiza·
tions have the guts to to theirs? night, we revelled in the novel·
Mark Erste ty and light-hearted humor with
which he and John J.R. Ready
conducted this week's show.
Normally a good quality show,
it was enlivened to the point of
transformation with the brilliant
To the Editor.
idea of live call-in jokes between
I want to complain about the songs. This was further acsomething that has been bother- centuated by the lively and ening me for quite some time. I am gaging banter of the two hosts
t.ired and frustrated with the in- on any number of benign subadequate phone service I mus~ jects. This is something fresh, a
put up with here. 1 live in the new approach t.o the current
basement of Millor and for problem of nothing but jazz,
several,days a week, I cannot get. classic. heavy metal and modern
a line out for periods lasting up music playing on WUJC.
to eight hours.
Something strange happend
Even worse. my parents and around 7 p.m. on this night. Sudfriends have informed me that denly. jazz. and pretty bad jazz
many times they cannot call in, at. that. took place of John
either. They receive a busy "J.R." Ready's show. Radio
signal at times when my phone Free Suburbia. What was going
is not off the hook. Because of on? We like that show here in the
thi:;, I nearly lost a job. have dorm. and what's more. we demissed important appoint.ment.s. pend on the published schedule

Radio revelry

divis ion for our very own
" Johnny Carroll. " And con·
grat ulations
to
Joseph
McCrank, Graphics Editor, upon
receipt. of the First Annual Jen·
nifer Aikey Memorial Award at
the recent Carroll News banquet.

Congratulations are in order!
Or, it's time to give credit where
credit is due:
First off, congratulations to
John Carroll University on its
award-winning newspaper, this
publication - The Carroll News.
Out of 1100 entries, The Carroll
News recently received a First
Place Award on its division of
the American Scholastic Press
Association national college
newspaper competition. The en·
tire Carroll News staff is to be
commended for their hard work
all year. and thanks to all those
who contributed articles and letters, also. Student participation
in this newspaper has increased
through the year. helping to
make The Carroll News a
respected, responsible presenta·
tion of quality journalism. Indeed, The Carroll News is a
feature of this university of
which we s hould all be proud.
Special recognition goes to The
Carroll News staff artist., Don
D'Amore, who won a First Place
Award in the ASPA cartoon

Hail-to-the-Chief (new Editorin-chief, that is) salutations go to
Jim Mahoney who will head the
1983-84 Carroll News staff.
Under Jim's leadership, The Carroll News is sure to continue providing its readers with up-todate. valuable news, information, editorials, entertainment,
and more.
The Carroll News would also
like to mention the winners of
the The Carroll News Raffle: the
first place winner. Ron Coons of
Dolan HaJJ. received a gift cer·
tificate to Our Gang worth
$60.00. Second place winner, J.
M. Orehek of Lakeshore Blvd.
received a "sports package."
Congratulations again!

and program guide for the shows
we like. We set aside Lime for
these shows because we like
them. Rumor has it, though,
that these two fine jockeys were
suspended from the radio staff
because of the nature of their
programming creativity. We
view this kind of juvenile usurpation of broadcasting freedom

as parochial and unprofessional.
Please retur n t hese two great
shows, Diet for Worms (Rich
Delgado) and Radio Free Suburbia (J.R.) to the airwaves as soon
as possible.
Jeff Your
Marc Zayac
Joseph Szoke
Michael R. Meadows

Phoney system

And, lastly, to all JCU Seniors
- Congratukltions on your upcoming graduation. Good luck in
all your future endeavors!
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. Part two of a series

Lebanon: The roads fo war (196T-19TS)
by Charles Toutounji Political Editor and Peter Malone
With the loss or the Arab·
Israeli war or 1967, Yassir
Arafat became convinced that
the Palestinians must look to
them.selves. not the Arab
governments, for the recovery of
t.heir homeland, and that "the
armed struggle will be the only
way t.o liberate Palestine.··
This was a threat to Lebanon
for Palestinians' issue had been
the determinant factor in the
growing internal instability.
They were receiving heavy
weapons from the Soviet Union
via Syria a.n d Libya despite the
objections of the Lebanese.
Their camps became fortified
camps even inside Beirut where
Lebanese officials did not have
the right to come in. Responding
to this threat, the Lebanese
Christians began to train and to
arm themselves in Mount·
Lebanon. In Oct.ober 1969, the
first armed clashes happened between the Lebanese Christians
and the PLO in a Christian
suburb in East. Beirut. The
fighting lasted ten days and was
followed by the so-called Cairo

Conference, whose purpose was
to limit and to control the
Palest.inian guerrillas in
Lebanon. The PLO was
restricted to bases in Southern
Lebanon under the supervision
of the Lebanese Army This arrangement came to be known as
the Cairo Agreement..
Lebanon was not the only
country where the Palestinians
were involved in the internal
situation: many of them were in
Jordan where, like in Lebanon,
their raids against Israel resulted in Israeli reprisal at.tacks,
jeopardizing the unstable throne
of King Hussein. Thus. in
September 1970, Hussein's
troops clashed with the guer·
rill as and succeeded in closing all
their bases. The PLO fled from
Jordan and joined their com·
rades in Lebanon. This was a
blow t.o the stabilit.y of Lebanon.
It. meant. that Lebanon became
the only country in the Middle
East from where the PLO count
mount forays against. Israel. The
Palestinians in Syria and Egypt
were under t he control and

supervision of the army, and
could not move without. formal
agreement.. It was supposed to
be the same case in Lebanon, but
the Palestinians paid no respt>ct
to the Cairo Agreement.
In Lebanon. meanwhile.
Palestinian commandos con·
tinued their raids against Israel
causing the latter to mount
reprisal
attacks against
Lebanon. Consequently, in May
of 1973, after the last. Israeli
retaliation, the Lebanese Army
attacked the Palestinian guer·
rillas because of their disregard
for Lebanese authority.
However, at the same Lime,
General H afez El·Assad, the
new president of Syria, sought
leadership of the Arab world.
Accordingly. he became t he
champion of the Palestinian
cause. Thus. he threatened
Lebanon that he would aid the
Palestinians if the Lebanese Ar·
my did not stop. The fight which
lasted two weeks and resulted in
more than 1.000 casualties had
one main consequence: it meant
that the Lebanese people could
not longer count on their official
goverment t.o protect them from

the Palestinian guerrillas. Con· momentum. They tried to divide
sequent.ly, the Lebanese Chris· the Lebanese between Christians
tian parties accelerated their and Moslems; appealing to the
military training and purchases latter to ask for more power in
of weapons in order to ready the government and trying to
themselves in the event of u convince them that the Chris·
Palestinian attack.
tinns we re exploiting them
<.'conomically.
Then, in October 1973, the
In addition. the Palestinian
third Israeli-Arab war, the Yom
Kippur War, started. After some camps in Lebanon had become a
initial Arab victories on both tlie ~taLe within a state. They
Golan and the Sinai fronts, the became a refuge for all those fleebattered Israeli Armv overcame ing Lebanese uuthority. and
the situation, count.er·at.t.acked. moreover, nobody could pass a
and was well on the way t.o over· Palestinian camp without. being
whelming the Arab forces, when questioned about his religious
a general cease-fire was imposed and political affiliations. Finally,
by the Big Powers, the U.S.S.R. by dividing the Lt•banese and
and the U.S. The following provoking a civil war, the
Egyptian Israeli peace talks Palestinians believed t.hey could
have been considered by t.he institute a Moslem government,
Palestinian leaders as a kind of one t.hat would accept their per·
recognition pf Israel by Egypt. manent presence in Lebanon. As
Finally the PLO leaders realir.ed a result, the Palestinian issue
that they would never go back to would be solved. The PLO
Palestine (Israel) and that. they declaration that "t.he road t.o
had to find another place t.o ac· Palestine ran through J unieh"
commodate their people. That. (the Christian center north of
place was t.o become Lebanon. Beirut) became a clearly stated
challenge to the Chri11tians. In a
Accordingly, the Palestinians' way, it marked the starting
involvement. in the internal af. point of the war which could
fairs of Lebanon began to gain slarl. at any l.imt> ond any place.

Letters to the EditorShelter our bikes
Dear Editor,
I would like to make my opin·
ion known about the inadequate
storage places for bikes on cam·
pus. It seems that since there are
so many students who bring
their very nice. expensive, ten·
speed bikes to school, there
should be some place designated
for the storage of bikes only.
One of the problems which
results is that many bikes are
ruined when students are forced
to leave them in the bike racks
outside the dorms. This is fine in
the good weather. but. during tbe

rainy season and the winter
months the bikes are left outside
to rust. Everyone knows that
Cleveland weather is very unpredictable. This makes it hard
for st.udents to know when to
bring the bikes into their rooms.
This leads to the second prob·
lem. In order for the bikes to be
sheltered, the only place for a
student t.o bring them is into his
own room. Since many people do
not bring their bikes home with
them during the winter, they
(the bikes) sit in the room for
perhaps two or three months. if
not. more. Living in the small
dorm rooms is bad enough with·
out a bike to go around or step

some sort of shed or garage for
the mam purpose of stonng
bikes. Although this would prob·
ably cost. the student. a small fee,
most of them would not mind. It.
Anot.her problem is getting the would save them headaches and
bikes up to one's room. It never time bringing the bikes from
fails that people with bikes live their rooms, and it would also
on t.he top floors, nowhere close prolong the life of the bikes.
to a door. and since there are no
elevators which students are per·
I think there are enough
mit.ted to use, it becomes a pain bright, helpful people here at
for a st.udent to go for a bike ride John Carroll who would be will·
when every time he needs his ing and able to solve this
bike he has to cart it down three problem.
flights of stairs.
Kay Casella

over everytime you move. The
individual dorms do not have
storage rooms in very practical
places if they have t hem at all.

There are many possible solu·
tions to this problem. The best
one would probably be to have

CAMPUS DRUG INC.
oners a 10°/o DISCOUNT on all
Health & Beauty Aids to JCU Students

Scholarships available

Bagel sale results

A special grant totaling
$7.000 has been made available
provide
scholarship
t.o
assistancE' to college-age
students participuling in pro·
grams this year in Israel. The
funds, provided by the Cleveland
Jewish Community Federation's
Endowment Fund, will be made
available to students on the
basis of demonstrated need.
First priority will be given to
students participating in
Leadership Development Programs.

The JCU HiUel Society's re·
cent bagel sale raised enough
money to purchase 30 trees in
Israel, thus establishing The
Terri Ann Goodman Memorial
Forest. Thanks to all who
bought bageJs! Contributions
are still being accepted. Contact
Pam Grunberger at 382·9042 or
Sherie Pearl at 382·6363.

Students at all area colleges
are eligible to apply. Applica·
tions are available from Rabbi
Alan Lettofskv. Executive
Director - Hiilel of North·
eastern Ohio. 11291 Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44106
(231-0040). The deadline for ap·
plications for programs this
summer is May 1.

-CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON FAIRMONT BLVD.-

Only a few minutes from campus.
Stop in today and bring this coupon for your discount.

20621 FAIRMONT BLVD.

~

PHONE: 371 -123&\

8URGER

- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - VALUABLE COUPON - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

ON ALL HEALTH
BEAUTYITEMS
1~/ TOOFF
JCU STUDENTS
~0

I

I
I
PHONE: 371 -1234 I

Offer expires May 18, 1983 Umit one coupon per purchase with I 0
(Offer good lor JCU Faculty and Staff as weU, with 1.0.)

CAMPUS DRUG
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by Carl Fillichio
Well gang. you loved it before.
you'lllove it again. It's time for
my "Spring Fashion Forecast."
The weather's now more conducive for clothes that reveal
more skin than great-grandmother ever imagined.
From this reporters research
one conclusion must be made
now. It's evident that the
underclassmen are more the
trendsetters than the juniors or
seniors are this year. Another
fact very evident is Lhe notion
that. Camp CarrolUtes are slow·
ly moving from prep to punk.
Karen Pontoriero exemplifies
t he new Carroll woman. That.
blue sea-shell formal. the com·
plete denim mini-skirt. the slick·
ed back hair and gold ear clips
are soon to become fashion
staples here on campus when the
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Travel Almost
FREE
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Ad-OtiMir Stat.
Call 449·5751
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deserves a mention for her
st.ylish above the ankle pants. It
should be noted that Shannon
Carey claims she's switching
from prep to punk, fashion wise
at least. Haven't. seen her in a
mini-skirt yet. but keep your
eyes open - she says she owns
a few.
rf the weather spills some
chills at. night.. Kathy Eagan has
a sweat-shirt to satisfy the
Chicago crowd. It seems the
names of stores have replaced
the names of designers. Speaking of cooler weather wear,
Michelle Jerva's "why I love
America" sweater is not to be
missed. T he hair fashion award

goes to Teresa Vitug for her
multi-eolored bangs. (a new color
after every nine washings). Janet
Jirus also deserves a notice for
her new body wave too. Susie
McAllister deserves something,
she does keep up the pink and
gree status quo.
So listen up girls, purple is kill·
ing the Polo pony and the penh
ny loafer is being replaced by t e
pump. Summer is time to reevaluate your Carroll Fashion
sense. Here's hoping t.hat when
we return in Lhe fall, JCU may
have a totally new look.
Coffee Hour: Happy to oblige
J.B. Del Bane in thanking Patty
Laduano. Liz Braz, Ann Schaf·

For Ladies Only: Iota Chi Upsilon is once again hosting
Spring Roses on Saturday, May
7th. Girls, do mark your calendar for this one. It's a time not
to be missed.
Looking foreward to: Student
Union Spring Formal at the
University Club this Friday.
Bids are forty-nine dollars
without discount card and thirty dollars with one.

ENGINEERING/SCIENCES

CONSIDER
THE ADVAN l*iES OF

WORKING FOR YOUR
The Army is looking for 1983 graduates in
Engineering and Science disciplines to serve as
commissioned officers. For those who qualify, this
program could be an important step toward a
rewarding career- in or out of the Army.
You've worked long and hard to earn your
Bachelor of Science degree. A commission in the
Army is a good way to use your technical expertise while gaining valuable supervisory
experience. And the opportunity is available now!
An Army placement officer will be on campus soon to discuss opportunities and qualifications with those about to receive degrees in
Engineering or Science. Contact your department
placement office to arrange an appointment.
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fer. Greg Rickman, Paul Sanko,
Ted Faris, and Mary Lee Holz·
heimer for a supurb job of
hosting the British ConsulGeneral, Martin Hine, when he
spoke here last week.
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weather gets warmer. Ann
Gehan brings new meaning to
the word "mod" with her
clothes. From the duck boots
and pearls you knew and loved
last semester, to the bulky
sweaters, mini-s kirts and ankle
high boots, Ann's definitely a
University t rend-setter. Her
style is sure to become copied in
many a CarroU girls closet.
Patty Donegan is another
fashion plate on campus as well.
Her black tights, high pumps
and pinted tee-shirt dresses are
just. super for any J CU occasion.
Take notes from Patty, girls, she
seems to have a crystal ball on
what's in. Missy Manning

o~

well. I00-526-0U3 •

ARMYOFFICER.
BEAI LlOUCAN BE.
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REVIEWS

Political editorial

Sub-minimum wage legislation opposed
by Lena BouRt.ani
During recent. Congress·, interest in a youthistudent sub·
minimum wage has increased
tremendously. This interest has
been triggered by the high
unemployment rate among
youth workers. As a result, the
question raised is whether the
creation of a general subminimum wage for youth and
student workers would help
alleviate this rate.
Legislation t.o create such a
youth/student. sub·minirnum
wage has been introduced in t.he
97th Congress. The latest
legislation was presented t.o the
House of Representatives by
Congressman Campbell of South
Carolina. Camppell calls for an
amendment. fo t.he Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA). This
amendment would provide a
general sub-minimum wage for
youth workers and for full-Lime
students working part.-t.ime
(85% of the st.andard minimum
wage of S3.35 per hour). It. would
also exempt such workers from
the overtime requirements of t.he

FLSA. (time-and·one·half four that such legislation would
hours worked in excess of fort\ create an incentive for employers
hours in a single work week). ·
to hire youth. Thus effect would
be
a dPCrease in the rate of youth
The proposed legislation has
been ctivided intO two parts: A unemployment. 'l'ho~e with the
section dealing with yout-h opposing views argue that such
workers and a section dealing legislation would merely redis·
with students. A youth is de· tribute the prevailing unemploy·
fined as one who is under t.wen· mcnt in a different pattern.
ty years of age and who can be Lesser paid youth sl.udcnt
employed without the violation workers would he pitt.ed against
of the applicable child labor older/non·st.udcnL workers Lo
laws. A student. must attend whom an employer is required to
school on a full-time basis. He or pay. at leasl. t.he full Federal
she must. also be employed part· minimum wage. The losers
time and not work in excess of would Likelv be older workers.
twenty hours in any workweek. the hnndicappt-d, and women
except during vacation periods. seeking to entt>r the work force.
'l'h<' losers would also be the
"lo time limitation has been
placed upon the emplo)'Tnent of student wnrkt'r~. Gt'n<'rally, the
a student at the sub·minimum !'ltudent work<'r is a coll<'ge or
rate. Therefore, an employer can universitY student. Ht• or she
refuse to pay a student-em· relies on· wageq earned as sup·
ployees more than a sub-mini· plcmt-nts to grants and scholar·
mum wage throughout the ships in nwding tuition hills and
period of employment regnrdle.<>S
of skill, experience. or age.
Both pro and con \-iew:~ con·
by Christopher T runk
ceming the youthistudent. sub·
minimum wage legislation have
The hills of JCU arc alive with
been raised. Advocates argue the Sound of Music, but it. is not

other school-related expenses. A
decrease in wages. coupled with
an increase in tuition. may lead
to undesirable consrquences. A
s t.udeot may find him~telr or
herself faced with t he necessity
of "taking off" a few s mesters
from school in order to work full·
time. However, a student with a
partially complet.ed education
will most likely be underemployed. Therefore. the st.udent.'s
cultivated talents and acquirt>d
knowledge will not be fully used
Such underemployment. is a
cause of frustration, for it is u
wast.e of human potential.
There are other obvious and
more practical arguments
against the sub-minimum wage
lc~,oislat.ion. Each of these asserts
that. SUl:h legislation will not'
solve the problem of unemploy·
ml'nt. Oth<'r solutions must be
found. Senator H.M. Metzt-n·

baum !D·Ohio) believes that a
economy, coupled with
training programs. is the best
broad-based strategy that the
Federal government can implement to reduce the level of youth
unemployment,
No hearing has been scheduled
yet. as to the future of the sub·
minimum wage legislation. This
suggests that. the legislation
lacks enough support in the Con·
gress. However. students op·
posed to such legislation should
makt> known lheir views by
writing their congressmen.
~trong

•

• • • • • • • • •

NOTE: the information con·
cerning the ~ub·minimum wagl'
legislation presented in this
editorial was obtained from no
issue brief published by the Con·
gressional Research Service. the
Library of Congress.

The Heights are alive with
Julie Andrews singing. '!'hat
sound comes from our two
group~ t>n cumpus, the JCU
Chorale and t he .JCU Band.
The Choralt• is compo!4t•d
~ixty·live

SUMMER SESSION I May 16 - June 24
lntro to Economics
Business and Society
Opera tions Management
Finance
lntro to Mass Communication
lntro to B and W Photography
Basic Design
lntro to Color Photography
lntro to lntenor Des1gn
Interior Des1g n II
History of Interior Design a nd
Architecture I
College Wnting: Exposition I
Business Communicatio n
Sculpture
Changing Patterns in Contemporary
C hristianity
Modern Public Speaking
Basic Mathematics II
lntro to S po rts: Volfeyball
Educational Psychology
Germany in the 19th & 20th Century
Psychology of Th inking and
Pro blem Solving
Ed ucatio nal Psychology
Survey o f Social Work
Socia l Stratificatio n

Accounting II
Computer Progra mming 1: BASIC
P rinting Processes: Screen
Advertising and Industrial
Photog ra phy
lntro to P hilosophical Th inking
lntro to Probability & S tatistics
Psycho logy of Women

SUMMER SESSION II June 27 - August 5
lntro to Admin. and Management
Public Admm1strat1on
Personnel Admin
Senio r Seminar
Data Processmg

For more Information
call or write:
Office of Admissions
La Roche College
9000 Babcock Blvd
P ittsburgh ..PA 15237
(412) 367-1 501

Intercultural Communication
Interior Design I
Interior Des1gn Ill
College Wnting· Exposition 11
Techn1cal Writing
CreatiVe Wntmg
Contemporary Literature
lntro to Pottery
Historical Dev of Chnstian Thought
Contemp Communication Through
DISCUSSIOn
College Algebra and Trig II
Ana lytic Geometry and Calculus 1
The Gilded Age
lntro to Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
lntro to Soc1ology
Collective Behavior

SUMMER SESSION Ill - /
May 16- August 5

--------------------------Please send Summer C lass Sch ed ule
Name
Address --------------------------------------Phone _ _ __

,

~t udcnt.s

or

who meet
three times a week. The Band,
along
with
it~
smnliN
subgroups. hus about twenty
five membPrs. They mt><'t thnw
to five days a week. Musical
skiUs are required for each, but
that is where the similarity ends.
To join t.he Chorale, one must
be able t.o carry a tune. That is
about it for qualifications. I lav·
ing the desires to enjoy music
and to learn new material are
also helpful. To join the Band,
one must realistically have much
more expertise than that. This
naturally makes the Band an
elitist group. Owning an instru·
ment is often a necessity, and
outside practice is essential.
Yet the Band's low member·
ship reduces its quality. Some
sections our our Ba nd are
eliminated from semester to
semester. Other sections limp by
with a skeleton crew lo man

•

mUSIC

them. That cannot IJe helped
considering their specialization.
but the Chorale doe-; not have
this problem.
A \o~s of ten mcmhur!( dOCl:l not
devastate the Chorale as it docs
the Band. The Chorale's high
membt'r~h1p increases Lhe
chances of having fun and of
form inl{ frten d!i hips. These
singers tu-<· not Luciano Pnvarot·
ti's, but they do not have to be.
However in the Band it. is im·
perat ivl that the musicians be
flawless. Smce the Band's
repet.oirc is largt>, unfortunate
mistakes in Band concerts are
glaring. They have no one to
hide behind. The Chorale has
been known to "bite off more
than it can sing" as well. The
direotors of both groups are
deserving of praise for their
dedicatiOn and guilty of excess
in attempting too much repetoire.
To say that Chorale and the
Band nre academic classes is
misleading. They are clubs.
Chorale is somewhat immune to
(Continued on Pat• 7)

aJl!JI]I]JI]aJ
~u~~aJ
FREE
DELIYERYI
Pizza and Salads nightly!

932-0272
2255 Warrensville Vntr.
University Heights
(South of Cedar)
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JCU educators
by Christopher Trunk
Certainly, American univer·
sil,ies are infested with fanciful
dreamers who would lead us like
lemmings off the cliff of unreali·
ty. They masquerade as educa·
tors, lurking in the tenured
wings of every college. John Car·
roll has its equal share of such
misfits as do all liberal arts col·
leges in proportion to the
numbers of fine teachers. But
JCU is distinguished from public
universities in that we pay so
much more for these few milk·
saps.
Our first educator is
characteriUM! by his Olympian
detachment from reality. Often
taken for an ancient Roman
bust, this mentor sits with glaz·
ed eyes while reposing on his
throne of glory His pipesmoke
fills the room with insence that
snakes its way about his warty
nose.
When not. dwelling in the Ely·
sian Fields. he passes out daily
quizzes to ensure daily atten·
dance. Those unfortunate students who succumb to his suffocating boredom undergo a slow
death. They hear him repeat. day
after day, the same pages they
read last night. Devoid of insight
and commentary. this demi-god
floats into an opium-induced
dreamworld.
When not rewriting all of
Western literature, this pro-

some iberal misfits

fessor often demands frequent. spending a week choosing the
offerings m the form of term courses taught by our favoritP
papers. Students must submit professors and hours in line
precise regurgitations of his mis· registering for them, we arrive at.
ty generalities and oracular mut- class. Inst.ead of finding our
terings. The papers lie on his favorite teacher, we discover the
desk like burnt offerings await· GRADUATE ASSISTANT.
ing the devestation of hls pen. She ts replacing our professor
Our educator descends from on who went to Guatemala to
high only for the colle<:tion of research the mating habits of the
papers and exams. This. not sur· t!'le-t.se fly. After one class with
prisingly. is the only time that her. we realize that. we have
his students attend.
made a blind date with the
However, the unwary college Twilight Zone.
student attends class regularly
Her patience is norninal. her
for our next professor. Every
morning this new professor per- competcr · mmimul a nd her
forms a Johnny Carson mono- '-'A" m <; impo -;ible. lJt'tL~r suited
logue. Nothing that he says is for gruduate le,·el courses t.han
particularly funny. but we feel for Freshman 101. The arrogant
obligated to laugh anyway. Tan· professors above her have
gents are the rule of Lhe day. assigned Miss Twilight Zone to
This professor seeks t.o "(ill us
in" with lengthy discussions
about topics that. neither appear
in the text nor on the test.
He is our pal. our buddy. our
easy A. He even reads the daily
comics to us in class. But then
comes the mid·term. It has
eighty multiple choice and five
essay questions to be completed
in fifty minutes. The students
with photographic memories do
well. but the rest of us fail. Of
course. Mr. Xerox forgot to in·
form us to scrap our notes and
memorize the book.
The class down t.he hall is a
disappoin tment too. After

fTve introduction courses. She
corre<:ts all of their exams in ad·
dit10n to her own. She also super·
vises each of their bio-chem labs.
No wonder our professors have
time t.o visit Guatemala.
This last "professoretta"
should be in Guatemala. but she
would scare all the tse-tse flies
away. Though she claims to be
a pacifist, our professor
resembles J oan of Arc in her
determination to castrate the
evil world of men with a flaming
sword. She patrols the classroom
with her bulldozer, demolishing
and then pushing aside the
students' feelings and ideas.
J oan of Arc has a terminal
case of ERAosis. Its symptoms
are an overly critical, terribly

defensive. and horribly insen·
sitive attitude. Joan is predic·
tably an anti-nuke supporter
who performs the Vulcan-Meld
with women like Jane Fonda.
Her causes are numberless ex·
cept for one - the material in
her course. That can wait.
Well, sons and daughters of
CarroU U, there we have it, a
guide to some of the liberal
educators at JCU. If it were up
to me. I would send all the
misfits off to Gautemala. And
who would decide? Person81ly, I
think that if I were to put a
child-proof cap on the bottle of
liberal education, then a number
of our educators and administra·
tors would not be able to open it.
Maybe that is the test to use.

With Deadly E•rliest
by Tim Reid

Hey, all you C&W fans here at
J.C.U. Deadly Earnest and the
Honky Tonk Heroes will be here
at the Rat April 28th at 9:00
p.m.
Deadly Earnesj. and the
Honky Tonk Heroes is .a fairly
well known group on the country
music circuit here in the Mid·
west. They have played at many

Looking for a chance to move in the fast lane?
Then check out Marine Corps Aviation. The training
is superb. The challenges are unique. Your ticket to
fly is your college diploma and your drive to succeed.
If you've got what it takes, you could be at the

area colleges and a few colleges
further west in Illinois, Mon·
tana, and California. Deadly
Earnest has played on WMMS,
WCRU. and WKSU.
Deadly Earnest's music covers
the whole spectrum of country
music. he is equally at home
playing anything from western
swing to rockabilly. His music
and two of his albums, The
Modern Sound of Deadly

Earnest And The Honky Tonk
Heroes, and Deadly Earnest II,
have been featured on Bill·
board's Recommended LP's.
This looks like it is going to be
an entertaining night in the Rat
so why don't y'all come on down
Thursday April 28th at 9:00p.m.
and Ilsten to some Country and
WesteTn tunes by Deadly
Earnest and the Hooky Tonk
Heroes.

controls of anything from a Cobra to a Harrier to the
hottest thing flying, the F-18 Hornet.
See your Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer
when he visits your campus or caJI him, at the number
listed below, t<Xiay.

Call your Officer Selection Officer colle<;t at (216) 522-4268.
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What is in a word?

by Bryan Loos
Phospheoes - the lights you
see when you close your eyes
hard.
This is only one example of a
familiar thing that, chances are,
you had no idea bad a name. Of
the estimated 600,000 words in
the English language, only a
fraction of them are used (or
even known, for that matter) by
the average person. Perhaps an
explanation can be given for this
disparity.

(only 28 letters), is actually
relatively short compared to
some. What spelling bee would
be complete without pneumo
noult.ramicroscopicsiUcovolcanocoiosis, (45 letters) the longest
word in Webster's 8th Edt. New
Collegiate Dictionary? And it
gets worse. The grand-daddy of
long words is a single-word
chemical name, for a type of protein, that contains about 3.600
letters! (I'll refrain from in·
eluding the exact spelling in this
article).

Solidus - the stroke (/) used
between words or in fractions. It
is also known as a separatrix,
virgule. shilling or (as we know
it) a slash.

One explanation might be
length. Once one looks beyond
the most common words used
(including the, and, a, of, and so
on), the length of some words
can get our of hand. The word,
antidisestablishmentarianism,
often mistakenly taken as the
longest word in the language

Harp - the small, metal hoop
that supports a lampshade.

Heights alive with music
(Co ntinue d fro m Page 5}

the nasty plague that strikes
other clulbs at Carroll. I can
count on on hand the total
membership of the Germ an
Club, I talian C,lub, S panish
Club, Afro-American Club, and
several sororities.
Often students join Band or
Chorale to travel on tours.
Organizing a tour is a serious
problem for the Chor ale. In the
last six semesters, tours to
various cities have been planned
and s ubsequently aborted. The
Baud does tour, though. They do
a better job of representing JCU
on a national level than the
Chorale.
However, in the final comparison, the Chorale certainly
outstrips the Band in populari·
ty. Concerts are t he proof of my
argument. Attendance indicates
student awareness. Sadly, Band
concerts are empty. I attended
one in which the band out·
numbered the audience. This is
a chronic problem since the band
performs frequently and publi·
cizes poorly. Sometimes, I
wonder why they do not do
something about it. Their sum·
mer concerts are well attended,
but not by Carrollites. Folks in
the neighborhood come to hear
them.
However, good attendance is
usually guaranteed for Chorale
concerts. Chorale performs only

Another explanation might be
the sound of the words. In 1949,
the National Association of
Teachers of Speech formed a list
of the worst-sounding English
words. It included such beauties
as Cacophony, flatulent, gripe,
crunch, and phlegmatic. It
would definitely be a challenge
to put any of these to music.

at important events where stu·
dents and faculty are likely to attend. Christmas Carroll Eve.
Graduation, and several Carroll
masses. They usually do not
waste their time playing to empty chairs in Kulas.
The Chor ale scores more
points than the Band, but where
would the Blue Streaks be
without their loyal B and
t rumpeting them to victory?
Who would sing the Alma Mater
at basketball games wit hout the
Chorale?

Aglet - the small piece of
plastic at the ends of shoe-laces.
But aside from their sounds,
there is the pr oblem of being
able to correctly pronounce the
words. Ripley's Believe It or Not
cites 10 words. claiming ~hat.
only 1 person in 100,000 can pronounce all of them correct.ly.
These include d a t a, g ratis ,
culinary, cocaine, gondola, ver·
sion, impious, chic, Caribbean,
and viking. Look up the pronunciations of these - they may
s urprise you.

This all points to you, the
students and faculty of JCU.
Why do you abandon your own
school events? Join something!
All it takes is some of your
precious time to occupy those
empty seats and listen. I rarely
see our prestigous faculty
mem bers or any Jesuits from
Rodman Hall at such events. My
God, it is your school. We
students are paying too much
money to just be here.

Hemidemisemiquaver- a 64th
note.
So it would seem that the low
usage of many words is probably
well founded. An attempt to in·
troduce all 600,000 words into
everyday language could only
lead to a complete breakdown in
communications, if not a ner·
vous breakdown, as well

I never hear faculty making lit·
tle announcements in their
classes to encourage attendance
at such activities. Some do not
even know what an intramural
basketball game is. Trivia Bowl?
Is that no£ something you eat
for breakfast? The bottom line is
thls - the success of our
school's
extracurriculars
depends on all of us. Let's show
some support.

(and finally} Zarf - a holder
for a handleless coffee cup.

* my thanks to The Book of
Lists, l st Edt. for providing the
info for this article.

The s udden change to warm weather this week defi nitely incited
more excitement in some t han others. There is no question about
how this student felt about it.

---A recitation-Alpha Sigma Mu, the Jesuit
Honor Society is presenting a
poetry reading by Mary Oliver
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the
Library Lecture Room.

from her books: American
Primitive and Twelve Moons.
Her poems have appeared in
various magazines including The
New Yorker and the Atlantic
Monthly . Refreshments wi\\
Oliver, will read selections follow and the public is invited.
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The future of Christianity-is it declining?
by Gerald C. Hay, Jr.
Professor Arther Trace's most
recent book. Christianity and
the lntellect.uaJs, is a fascinating
account of a love-hate relation·
ship over the centuries. Trace
contends that ideas rule history
and that the most powerful and
influential ideas are religious
ones.
Prior to t.be 17th century, most
intellectuals thought and wrote
from within religious com·
munities. After that time the

all1{J)~(J)~

~OO~(!)W~
OK, concert·goers. here IS the
1983 Blossom Music Center
l'!Chedule, and it looks like a win·
ner of a summer for concerts. In·
cidentlv. the lawn !'eats, {or the
first tiine, will go on sale at the
same time as pavmon seats.
Enjoy!

most influential thinkers
asserted their independence
from retigion and from revels·
t.ion. and eventually many
became atheist.s and ant.i-theist.s.
Trace describes the present
time as the "post-Christian age"
and wonders "whether Chris·
tianit.y may not in time cease to
be consequential force in the
world.'' The book's nine chapters
attempt to document. the slow·
ly declining influence of religion
upon the intellectual life of
Western civilization.
In an early chapter Trace
points out that from its beginn·

ing the Christian Church had to
deal with herellcal ideas. These
disputes occurred within
theology, and the heretics were
Christians who subscribed to
basic Christian beliefs. They
were "Christians of the most
devout. sort." Prior to the 13th
century. the Church was suspi·
cious of any but theological
learning. Philosophy, literature
and science were regarded with
suspicion.
The Christian humanists of the
Renaissance believed that. the
other branches of knowledge
were compatible with Christian

-piety and learning, and that
tradition held way until around
the 17th century. Rationalism,
anti-rationalism and scientism
became the dominant. int.ellec·
tual modes, and the 18th and
19th centureis produced the anti·
theists. those who regarded
religion as pernicious and as
deserving of extinction.
The 20Lh century present.s an
int.riguing problem in that all the
old hopes that were placed in
philosophy and science have
come t.o naught. God may be
dead, but so is philosophy. It has
been killed by the philosophers

themselves: "lt.'s rather like a
piano teacher concluding that
there is not now, and never has
been, such a thing as a piano."
As for science. it is concerned
with mysteries that are "en·
closed in a weary and ultimately endless succession of Chinese
boxes."
Trace sees some hope in the
fact that scientists t.hemselves
have come to recognize the limi·
tations of science. Some are
turning their attention to the
human soul. He believes that t.he
age in which reason and science
(Co nt inued o n Page 9 )

When you open INith a 'pair of sixes,
''Looks like a Stroh Light night.''

JU NE
2 - John Cougar
4 - A Flock of Seagull!!/
The Fix
10 - Hall & Oates

15 - Donny Iris
l8

Beach Boys

21 - Neil 't oung
23 - Moody Blues
27 - S tray Ca t.s
29- J oe Walsh
30 - Joe Walsh

JULY
5 - Barry Manilow

6 - Barry Manilow
7 - Eric Clapton
11 -

Linda Ronstadt

12 - Linda Ronstadt
17 -

Jackson Browne

21 - Rick Springfield

24 - Al J areau
26 - J oni Mitchell
27 ·- Asia
28- Asia

AUGUST
1 - J ames Taylor

2 - J ames Taylor
3 - Peter Gabriel
4 - Chicago

8 - Michael S tanley Band
9 - Michael Stanley Band
10 - Lover boy
11 - George Benson

21 - Peter. Paul & Mary
22 - Kenny Loggins

25 - Men at. Work
29 - Willie Nels on
31 - Heart

SEPTEMBER
8 - Blue Oyster Cult
9 - Santana
10 - Eddie Money

Why not start off the
poker game with a winning
pair of sixes. Open up with
two six-packs of Stroh Ught,
the great-tasting beer that
doesn't fill you up. And with

plenty of Stroh Ught around,
you're sure to have a full house
before the end of the night.

uLooks like a
Stroh Ught night:'

ENTERTAINMENT - ARTS
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WUJC concert review
by Charles WiJiiams &
Rosemary Snow
On Tuesday. April 6, the Philip
Glass Ensemble played a concert
at Oberlin College. Prior to that,
we attended a lecture given by
Mr. Glass. and taped an inter·
view with him. (This interview
will be aired Sunday, Aprill7, at
11:00 A.M. on WUJC, 88.7 FM.)
In his lecture Mr. Glass show·
ed slides, played excerpts from ,
and described Lhe evolution and
performance of, his 1980 opera
Sat.yagraha, dealing with Gan·
dhl's transformation in South
Africa from a staid young
English barrister into the
idealistic Indian leader he later
became.
Each of the three acts centers
around one person associated
with Gandhi: Act I, Tolstoy.
who influenced Gandhi's past;
Act II, Rabindranath Tagore,
who affected his present; and
Act III, Martin Luther King,
whom Ghandi was to influence
in he future. The opera evolves

through one day, from dawn to
dusk.
Mr. Glass' background is im·
pressive: University of Chicago
at 15, Juilliard, Paris. commis·
sions both here and abroad. In
1968 he abandoned the "tradi·
tional" and began developing his
unique style, which appeals to all
categories of music lovers: jazz.
soft rock, as well as classical.
The concert included excerpts
from Glass' 1976 opera Einstein
on the Beach, Glassworks, and
his recent T he Photographer.
'rhe performance used four syn·
thesizers (one, a voice "Emula·
tor" which turned the sounds
sung by the soprano into a
chorus of voices) and various
flutes and saxophones. The
pieces covered the range from
quietly introspective to highly
energetic - a pulsating kaleidO:
scope of sound, befitting the Fin·
ney Chapel setting. The overall
effect was overwhelming and
has lasted for days. We are

Musical A truly wonderful place
Notes
by Elizabeth Becka
A concert featuring the
violin work of Dariush
Saghafi and other classical
numbers will be held on May
7. 1983. at8:00 P.M. in Kulas.
Admission is free.
A new school policy states
that by joining the band. you
can receive a full, fine arts
credit without paying a tui·
tion fee. At one credit a
semester. you can add up
multitudes of credits at no
cost!
If you enjoy music at Mass,
each of the Masses in the Jar·
dine room as well as the 10:30
p.m. Mass at Gesu are accom·
panied by some of the many
talented performers on
campus.

THIS SUMMER •..
TAKE THE HEAT OFF FALL
NEW

.L AT
GRE • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO • GMAT
PCAT • OCAT • VAT • MAT
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMEIIT$ •ACT
TOEFL· MSKP ·IIAT'L MED BOARDS •VQE
ECFMG • REX • IIAT'L DEIITAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • IIURSIIIG-BOARDS
CPA • SPEED READING
Fte xeble Programs and Hours

~-H.

MPUIN
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Visit Any Center and See For Yourself
Why We Make The Difference

by MichelJe M . Valvoda
I'm sure you've all heard the
old adage that good things come
in smalJ packages. Well. I've
found a tiny diner that serves up
truly wonderful things. Yours
Truly, located at 25300 Chagrin
Boulevard is run by three
brothers: Art, Jeff and Larrv
Shibley wh are dedicated to se~
ing excellent food at reasonable
prices.
The offerings include first
class brugers, omelets, salads
and The Broils. which are boneJess, skinless chicken breasts
marinated and charbroiled. I
don't know exactly what portion
of a pound the burgers are. but
they are substantial and overgenerously topped. like the
Special Delivery (3.55) with
swiss cheese, grilled onions.
sauteed mushrooms and sour
cream.
Other burgers include: the
Borger Muenster (3.35) with
muenster cheese (of course). lettuce and tomato on an English
muffin and the Yours Truly "if
you want it & we have it we'll
make i~! " So you can have it
your way. If you prefer broiling
to frying. then this is truly th('
place to go.
Should you prefer omelets,
you'll love the combinat ions
available. from the everyday
Ham & Cheese (3.50) to Mus h
rooms & Muenster (3.40) and
Eggs Milano (3.95), an opcn·facc
omelet wjth mozzarella cheese,
Italian sauce and Italian

sausage.
The mixed green salad (.95)
makes a nice addition to any en·
tree. If you're watching calories
and want a salad for a meal,
there is the Spinach Salad (3.75)
or The Envelope (3.15), a fresh
pita pocket stuffed with spinach,
tomatoes, cucumbers and
muenster cheese.
The Broils are moist, juicy and
deliciously different. The
Tcriyaki Broil (4.50) is a
delightful new way to enjoy
chicken, marinated in a teriya.ki
sauce and served with grilled
pineapple on a toasted kaiser
roll. Equally intriguing is the
Chagrin Broil (4.95) served on
toast points with grilled ham
and melted cheese. A bowl of
Cottage Fries (.86) complements
any sandwich and is a nice
change from traditional french
fries.
Portions of everything are
large. so you might. not have
room for dessert. But if you do,
you can choose from applie pie
(1 .25), New York style cheesecake (1.95) or a hot fudge sundae
(1.95).
All items on the menu can be
prepared to go if you ·re in a
hurry Yours Truly is open
Monday-Thursday from 6:30
a.m. to 1\ ~oo p.m. and ·Frid ay·
Saturday 6:30a.m . to 1:00 a.m.
The t.clophone number is
464-•1848. If you want lots of
good food reasonably priced.
YOW'a TruJy is &.ruJ.y worth a
visit.

Is religion declining?
(Continued from Page I)

ruled over religion is coming to
an end. Questions about God.
the soul and morality remain,
and intellectuals of the future
may do much t.o restore the in·
fluence of religion, for "belief isd
catching just as unbelief is
catching."
Christianity and tbe Intellect uals bas been published by
Sherwood Sugden & Company
and sells for $12.95 in hardcover.
$4.95 in paper. lt can be pur·
chased in the John Carroll Book·

store for $3.95.
Gerold C. hay, Jr.
Department of Pb.iJosopby
Ameri~n

Red Cross

+

G reater O evetand Chapter
781-1800 (weekdaYt)

DINO'S
RIVERSTONE
4285 MAYFIELD RD.

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Party Down

Centers in M•jor US Cltin
Puerto Rico Md Toronto. C8n•d•

DRINKING DROWN NIGHT

£ducateonal Center

!!91-8228
The Shaker House
3700 Northfield Rd.

In Akron Call

820·1584

:CM lnfonnetton About Othef Cefl -r~ In More Th., 105 M8tor US Cltie1 & Abroed

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATf; CALL TOLL FREE : 800-223-1782

Thursday, April 28
DISC JOCKEY
Special Catering to
J.C.U. Students !
Happy Hour Friday • Saturday 6:00 • 10:00 P.M.
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Tennis looking for PAC crown

Netter's season "a matter of performing"
DeCarlo, better known for his
by Tim Cavanagh
After months of intense wrestling exploits, believes that
preseason practices and scrim· the hard work "has begun to pay
mages. the John Carroll tennis off."
The work began in September
program squad took to the
courts late last month with a with challenging practices and a
team destined for success. Now. core of established tennis
weeks later, the Blue Streaks players. By the winter months,
boast a 4·2 conference record the practices were held at Mill
and the fortune to possibly Creek Racquet Club under the
unseat perennial champion direction of teaching profes·
Allegheny and favored Case sionals, Tom Katovsky and
Western in the PAC champion· Steve Rothstein. A defined and
ships. Head coach, Tony regimented set of drills was es·

Tennis Results
CARROLLvs.
l. Akron . ........ . ...................... ,.. Loss 2-6-1
....................... .......
Win ~
. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Loss 4-5
4. CMU . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Win 6-3
5. W & J . . .•.. . ...... . ............... , . . . . Win 9.0
6. CSU . .•. .. .. . .... .. .... .. .......... . ...· .
Win 9-0
7. Bethany. . .. ..... . ......... . ..............
Win 9-0
8. Thiel . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Win 9.0
9. Case .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Loss 2·7
IO.Youngstown St. .• , ....... . ............... Loss 6-2-1

2. Malone .
3. Allegheny

Track racing for PAC
by Lori Szarwork
Last Thursday, the J CU track
t.eam continued to prepare for
the upcoming PAC champion·
ships. They competed against a
strong team from Case Western,
losing by a score of 97 to 49.
I nctividuals who scored well for
JCU were Luke Baum, who
placed first in the long jump
with a winning leap of 21' and second in both the triple jump and
the l 10 meter high·hUI"dles, Tom
Catanzarite who won the 100
meter dash with a time of 11
seconds, and Pat Porter who
placed fir!lt in the pole vault.
when he cleared an impressive
13'. In adctition, Jim Lee. one of
six juniors on the team, finished
first in the 110 meter high
hurdles. Though the record
books simply say that the mile
relay was won by Case Western,
the JCU mile relay team of
Catanzarite, Long, Borgheses,
and Dufford put up a valiant
fight onJy to lose by one-tenth of
a second (3.38.5-Case/3.38·6·
JCUJ.
Despite the d.issappointing

loss, Coach St.upica was pleased
with the team's performance.
According to coach Stu pica, the
track season, which only lasts
about three weeks. does not provide a true test of the team's
ability.
This year's team is dominated
by underclassmen (15 freshmen
and 10 sophomores). The coach
has used the meets to match in·
dividuals with events. Because
of this, a serious effort has been
made to have every member
competing in the team meets.
The real test for the Streaks
will come this Friday and Satur·
day, April 29 & 30, when the
team travels to Case Western
Reserve to compete in the PAC
championships. Stupica looks
for the field events and short
running distance events to be
the strong points in this event.,
whie he is taking a wait and see
attitude on the longer running
race. Naturally. at this meet.
each member will be puttmg
forth their best effort to help the
team on their way to the PAC
championship.

tablished by Coach Katovsky
followed by every tennis player's
nightmare: Nautilus weight
training.
Evidently. the team was
rewarded. Number one singles
player. Rob Wentz, a transfer
from Kent State, remains
undefeated in conference play.
Roy Hall, at number two singles
defeated each PAC opponent in
unparalled brilliance until his recent three set loss to CWRU.
And senior captain, Dion Kier·
nan holds a 5·1 conference
record. Rounding out the squad,
Jeff Mauer, Marc Raia, and Bob
Gonnella each possess respec·
table 3-3 records while injUI"ed
sophomore Joe Hulseman car·

•
•
•
•

With the PAC Chmapionships
coming this Friday and SatUI"·
day on Carroll's home tennis
courts, the prospects for a first·
ever tennis championship looked
bright. ''If we can just peak at
the PAC's, we have a good
shot," claims junior March Rai.a
Coach DeCarlo believes the three
set matches are t.he key.ln Car·
roll's 7·2 loss to Case Western
Reserve: Hall. Raia, and Mauer
each lost. close three set contests.
''It.'s a matter of perfonni.ng. We
must wm the three setters to
take the conference," said
DeCarlo.

Winning season clinched
by Jim Berklan
Last Saturday, the Green
Gators of John Carroll traveled
to Kent State and picked up an
·• A.. team victory. The "B"
team, on the other band, suf·
fered its first defeat of t he
season.
[n the opener, Carroll crunch·
ed out a brutal 10·3 victory. Ted
Swinarski and Jimmy Hartnett.
scored a try apiece, and Chris
Coughlin added the conversion
kicks to round out the scoring.
The victory against a large
school like Kent State is defmitely a feather in the Gators' cap.
Winning, however, did not come
without cost. The day after the
game, senior Brian O'Connor
said. "It. was our most physical
game this year. There's not one
player (from Carroll) here not
feeling it."
Kent continued with its
physical style of play in the "B"
game. Previously undefeated,
Carroll's "B" squad dropped an
8·4 decision in the last twenty
seconds of the game. A Kent
player rolled off a 50 yard run
and scored just before time ran
out. Such magnificent timing by
the combined efforts of the Kent
team and the timekeeper raised
more than a few eyebrows on the
Carroll sidelines. Art Johansen
had the only score for the
Gators.

The Center for Foot Core in the Heart of Cleveland's Health Community
Our Experienced and Specially Qualified Clinical Faculty Offer
Complete Diagnosis and Treatment
General Foot Core
Children's Foot Clinic
Foot Surgery
X-Ray
Corrective and Supportive Devices

DeCarlo t.o the NCAA for
consideration.

Gators brutalize Kent

CLEVELAND FOOT CLINIC of the
OHIO COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE

•
•
•
•
•

ries an undefeated record in four
matches.
Rob WenLZ has proved his
reputation as the best player in
the conference. Remaining
undefeated in league play, be
recently destroyed Drougas who
last year won the conference at
number one singles. In doubles,
teaming with Roy Hall, Wentz
bas begun fulfilling the prophecy
that his addition t.o the team
would bring a conference cham·
pionship back to Carroll. In
recognition of his and Roy Hall's
achievements, a letter recom·
mending Wentz be included in
the Division III Nationals in
both singles and doubles was
recently submitted by Coach

Sports Medicine
Geriatric Podiatry
Physical Therapy
Consultative Services

FEES ARE BASED ON ABILITY TO PAY
Complimentary Foot Screenings March 19, April 16, May 14
10515 Carnegie Avenue at E. 105th Street
Free Security Parking in Rear of Building
231-5612

In the week before the Kent
game. both the "A" and "B"
teams recorded victories at
South Pittsburgh. The "A"
squad won a close game 4-Q, and,
combined with this past week's
victory, now sports a 3·1·1
record. The only loss of the
season came at Ohio State,
where the Gators played a very
respectable game, losing by a
score of 17-12.

with more than a little pride,
"The victory at Kent clinched
OW' third consecutive winning
season."
The Gat.ors will complete their
spring schedule this Saturday
when they meet. the Cleveland
City Rugby Club at Squires
Castle.

The "B" team also claimed a
victory at South Pittsburgh.
Combining that 10·4 win with
the Kent loss. its record now
stands at 4-1.
Both t.he fall and spring
seasons have been very successful for Carroll's ruggers.
Record numbers have played
with and viewed the Green
Gators this year. Also. the
graduating Brian O'Connor said
CASE • KENT STATE • CSU • LAKELAND CC • JOHN CARROLL
• BALDWIN WALLACE • HIRAM • AKRON U • CUYAHOGA CC

NORTHFIELD HARNESS PRESENTS

"HORSIN' AROUND OLYMPICS"

FRIDAY, APRIL 29
FREE ADMISSION
with College I.D.
• 50' REFRESHMENTS
OLYMPIC VILLAGE

• 11 Races • 5 Triples Post 7:30
GATES OPEN 6 p.m.
• Human Sulky Race & 3-Legged
Bag Race following 9th & 10th
Race featuring CASE, CSU.
KENT STATE, CUYAHOGA CC,
AKRON U, HIRAM COLLEGE,
BALDWIN WALLACE, JOHN
CARROLL, LAKELANDCC.
MOUNT UNION COLLEGE

EVERYONE HAS FUN ON COLLEGE NITE . COME ON OUT I
CHAMPIONSHIP HARNESS RACING IN THE OHIO TRADITION

NORTHfiELD HARNESS
on ROUTE 8 Six '-4ole$ No<th ol Ex•tl2 between Akton A Cleveland INFO 467....101
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Baseball regains first place

Streaks regain 1110111entu111
by Dan Krane,
Sports Editor
"It is a credit to our kids for
hanging in there after Case and
Akron U" says head baseball
coach Jerry Schweikert. in
reference to the Streaks' un·
daunting, consistent efforts to
play thier best. even after losses
that, at the time, seemed to
devastate their lofty ambitions.
Their stick·to-it.iveness payed off
though and bought them a pair
of victories over the Bisons of
Bethany while Case's Spartans
dropped two in other league ac·
tion to put Carroll back at the
top of the PAC penant race.
As mentioned last week. a
dropped doubleheader against.
Case Western Reserve seemed to
seriously hamper the Streaks'
chances of reclaiming their PAC
crown. This. along with an em·
harassing 20·1 disaster against
Division I Akron University last
Friday. could easily have mark·
ed the end of the season for Car·

roll baseball if not in terms of the of their conference is no longer
schedule. in terms of spirit and of great concern, the Carroll men
effort.
would have to go 11 of 12 in their
However, the Blue Streaks remaining games to achieve "the
rallied around their adversity magic 20'' wins coach Schwei·
and came back to Wasmer field kert feels is another absolute
the next day where they rolled pre-requisite to an invitation.
over Bethany by scores of 5·1
So. with their season apand 7·1. Superb pitching from proaching the two-thirds mark,
starters Brian Clarke and John the '83 baseball team seems well
Magyari (who gave up only three on their way to accomplishing at
hits) along with much better hit· least one of their pre-season
ting and re-invigorated defense goals - retaining its PAC
put the Streaks back iQ sole penant. Gaining t-heir first ever
possesion of first place in the invitation to post season play
PAC.
' however appears more difficult
Also holding their own were but, judging from their incredi·
the leading infield returners. ble tenacity displayed in their reDave Bielak and Matt O'Con- cent games. is certainly not out
nor. the club's two top hitters of reach yet!
last year. (O'Connor batted .365
as the team's second baseman in
his freshman season last year.)
A ''much happier" coach The fastest sport
Schweikert says, "after Case's
losses and our wins. it looks like
we're in the driver's seat at least
on paper since everyone else has
at least three losses in the PAC."
So, with their PAC record cur·
by Bill Hathaway
rently at 6-2 and only four games
Five JCU students are cur·
remaining, the Streaks seem to rently
playing lacrosse for the
have matters well under control Case Western Reserve Lacrosse
in their quest for still another Club. These five students are:
PAC title.
Malt.hew Koenig, John Waller.
Also. even wit.h their recent Gary Mandolfino, Mark Rein·
losses, the Streaks' hopes for an icke. and Rick Raymond. 'rhe
invitation to the NCAA Division reason these students must play
III World Series are still alive for Case is that JCU has yet to
but dim. Tbougb their winning field a lacrosse team.
Matthew Koenig, a sophomore
midfielder. says. "Efforts have
been made at getting a lacrosse
I team started at JCU. but so far
the Administration and athletic
department have had no positive
reaction to starting lacrosse."
The big problem is the financial
aspect. Since lacrosse is not that
well-known of a sport yet. it is
INCLUDE SHAMPOO
difficult to put up the high cost
of starting a program.
STYLE CUT
Koenig states that "if regula·
BLOW DRY
tions for starting a club were
more lenient. a lacrosse club
would be the answer, since there
is quite a bit of interest in Ia·
crosse among some JCU stu·
dents." Koenig feels that. la·
13893 Cedar Rd. - Cedar Center Plaza
crosse could be big at JCU and
Coupon must be presented
within three years could become
one of the most popular sports.
Call for Appt.
Tues. - Sat.
321-9574

$3.00 OFF

valid to September 30, 1983
MEN and WOMEN'S HAIRCUTS

MAN STYLE

L---------------------------~

EARN $3000 THIS·SUMMER

• EXTERIOR HOUSE PAINTING
• 180 JOB OPENINGS
•14 WEEK MINIMUM !lEASON
•THREE SEASON AVAILABILITY PREFERRED
•EARN UP TO S20,000 OVER THREE SUMMERS

We are looking lor sell motivated, achievement oriented students who war:-t a
JOb they can depend on summer after summer. We oller40 working hours per
week, the opportunity to work outdoors. leadersh•P posihons. and valuable
busmess sktlls
180 JOb openings will be filled on a first come bas1s. HURRY! Call one of our
offices today for application and Interview snformahon.
Appllc:etlon Hotllnee:
c:ell between 1 • 5 p.m. wHkdeye
Chtc:agoland
(312) 11115·82CXI
Mlnneapolls·SI Paul
(1112) 835•8250
Clevelnnd SuburM
(:US) 348·18110
Columbus·
(1114) 431 ·0222

on two feet absent from JCU

Where is Lacrosse hiding?

·r---------------------------,

Summer Jobs:

Blue Streak Billy Thompson, No. 26, nonchala ntly finishes off
another Bison [rom Bethany to close an inning in a pair of victories
last Saturday that kept Carroll'b PAC hopes alive.

replacing rugby as the top club
sport.. According to Koenig, if
John Carroll joins the newly
formed North Coast Athletic
Conference (N.C.A.C.). that. JCU
will probably be forc<'U 1.0 !\lnrt.
a varsity lacrosse team. s ince t.he

rest of the member schools hove
them already.
So in the coming years. we
may sec "the fastest sport on
two ft>et." coming t.o JCU on
cu.her a dub or vo.rsit.y t.enm
basis.

College days abound
Northfield Harness will be the
scene of the second annual " Hor
sin' Around Olympics" on Fri
day night. April 29 when the
teams !rom area universities
compete as part of the track's
fun-filled College Night.
A {our-man squad from each of
nine northeast Ohio schools will
be invited to participate in two
events: a human sulky relay race
and a three-legged bag race. The
competition will take place right
on the track following the eighth
and ninth races. Last year's win·
ner was Akron University with
John Carroll finishing second
and Kent State t hird.
The first contest is a half-mile
realy race with each of t he four
team members pulling one of
Northfield's regular drivers oneeighth of a mile before passing
the sulky to a teammate. The second event will be a dash t he
length of the Northfield stretch.
Two pairs of participants from
each college will match strides
wit h feed bags binding their
legs.

The college accumulating the
most points in the two races will
be declared the winner of the
''Jlorsin' Around Olympics" and
reworded with trophies and a
feature story about the team and
their ll<:hool in the track's official
program.
Also. college students from
throughout the Midwest. will be
making a "class trip" to Cedar
Point on Saturday. May 28. and
the only subject will be fun.
It will be college day at the
Sandusky. Ohio amusement
park and the day will start on
the Cedar Point Beach. where
six·person. coed teams from nine
Ohio colleges and universities,
including John Carroll, will bat·
Lie it out for valuable prizes and
the title of Coppertone North
Coast Beach Olympics Champion in a series of four events.
Those teams will have earned
with right to compete for the
Coppertone title by qualifying in
preliminary contests on their
respective campuses. sponsored
by the Stroh Brewery Co.

Sports Trivia
Why did the Amezican team almost miss the Olympics held
in Greece in 1896?.
If you can remember why the American athletes carne
close to being thirteen days late for the 1896 Olympic games
and you are one of the first ten people to call the Carroll News
office (4398) your name will be entered in a drawing for a John
Carroll University· Blue Streak spring athletics prize package.
Bill Sgro won last week's Snack Bar pizza when he knew
that they yo-yo was originally a deadly Filipino weapon until
il, was adapted and introduced us a toy in 1929.
Remember. t.o win, you must. be one of the first ten people
to call The Carroll News with the correct answer. The correct
answer and winner of Lhi$ week's prize will appear on these
pages next is!'luel

( WOOA~~ OOA[J)[J)~~~~q) )
Recruiting

Richard Wilbur in the Jardine
Room at 8:00.
"Excuse Me America" film will be
shown at 12:30 in Ad. 25.
Baseball - Mount Union. 3:30.
Friday
S.U. Spring Formal-6:30p.m.
The University Club. $39 with $49.00 without.
·
S.U. Movie - The Godfather,
8:00 in the Jardine Room.
B~d Concert, 8:00 in Kulas Au d.
Little Theatre Production- "Little Me," 8:30 in the Little Theatre.
Baseball - PAC at John Carroll.
Women's tennis - Satellite
Tourney.
Party in the Park.
Saturday
Spring Concert by University
Chorale and Singers, 8:00 in Kulas.
Little Theatre Production - ''Lit·
tie Me," 8:30 in the Little Theatre.

4/28 Summer employment for
juniors and seniors, medical
marketing specialists. sign up sheet
in Placement Office.
5/2 Edison Brothers, all bu~liness
majors.
5/3 :Prudential Ins.. All m:lljors.
Lakewood City Schools, sc:ience,
chemistry, biological sci., ~nath.
gen'l. sci., physics. emr,ld. cer•t.ified
to teach.
5/5 Washington Nat'!. Ins .. All
majors. musL be able to relilte to
people and willingness to wc::trk.

Campus Activitilf!S
Wednesday
Baseball - 1:00 at Allegh~my;
Thursday
S.U. Movie - The Godf4tther,
8:00 in the Jardine Room.
Spr!ng Poetry Readin~; by
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Party in the Park
Baseball - 1:00 at Youngstown
State.
Sunday
S.U. Movie - The Godfather.
8:00 in Kulas.
Little Theatre Production - "Little Me," 8:30 in t he Little Theatre.
Tuesday
Baseball - 1:00 at Thiel.

OH Campus Activities
Wednesday
CSU Lecture, John P. Anton will
speak on ''Aristotle and the decline
of Political Constitutions" at 8:00.
Friday
Cleveland Play House presents
"Billie and her Hillbilly Barney and
Band," an original musical, at the
Drury Theatre.
CWRU Film Society will show
Filthy Rich at 6:00, 8:00, 10:00 and
12:00.
Saturday
CWRU Film Society will show
Pink Floyd: The Wall at 6:00. 8:00.
10:00 and 12:00.
The Cleveland Agora presents
Snakerock · breaker- double cross.
CSU's Opera-Theatre Workshop
will feature Kurt Weill's "Down in
the Valley" at 8:00 in the main
classroom building auditorium.
Cleveland Museum of Natural
llistory will exhibit "A diamond in
the Rough.''
Sunday
CWRU Film Society will show
the Shootist at 2:00 and The Long
Riders at 4:30.
The Toledo Museum Of Art is offering a free concert featuring the
Toledo Junior Youth Orchestra at
3:00.

..

HOUSE FOR SALE
Mint condition, ranch
style: 3 bedrooms. storage barn, 1 '/2car garage,
fenced in yard, loads of
storage space. Located In
Collinwood area - quiet
street- 15 minutes from
campus. $40,500. Call Pat
Brickman (Hilltop Realty)
Phone: 289-2445.
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